
Cassandra S.: The use of card loaded mobile and digital coupons has more 
than quintupled in each of the past two years. 

Lenox Powell: I'm Lenox Powell, a host of Outperform. A podcast about people 
and companies who are outperforming in business and in life. 
What they're doing, challenges they faced, and what they 
learned along the way. I talk to and spotlight Acceleration 
Partners team members, industry partners, and clients about 
topics ranging from affiliate marketing, publisher development 
and global performance marketing to work-life integration, 
remote work, and company culture. 

Lenox Powell: The dynamic publisher development team here at Acceleration 
Partners is constantly on the lookout for and building 
relationships with innovative performance partners, affiliate to 
our adding significant value to merchants in new, unique ways. 
On this episode of Outperform, you'll hear two publisher 
development experts here at AP spotlight three exciting 
performance partners who are leveraging a rapidly growing 
technology platform to help companies add incremental value to
their affiliate programs. 

Alison Chew: Hi, welcome to Outperform. I'm Alison Chew and I'm here with 
my colleague Cassandra Scarbeck. I'll let Cass introduce herself, 
but I'm the director of partners and insights here at Acceleration 
Partner.

Cassandra S.: Hey everyone, I'm Cassandra Scarbeck. I am the publisher 
development manager here at Acceleration Partners, and one of 
my favorite things about my role here is having the opportunity 
to connect with a lot of great performance partners and learn 
new ways to help our clients, so I'm excited to spotlight a few of 
those partners today with you all. 

Alison Chew: Great, perfect intro Cass. So today we are going to talk about a 
group of affiliate partners, and the growing card-linked offer 
space. And each one of these partners that we'll discuss has a 
unique spin on how they reach consumers and deliver retailer 
card-linked offers. So before we dig into these amazing partners,
let's talk about what we mean by card-linked offers. So what are 
these card-linked offers? 

Cassandra S.: Yeah, so card-linked offers or card-linked marketing programs as 
they're known as are essentially loyalty programs that are 
deigned to increase shopper frequency as well as basket size. 
And they do that by providing an incentive such as cash back 
when someone shops with a registered debit or credit card. 
Typically these partners automatically apply merchant discounts 



or cash back rewards whenever you shop either in-store, online, 
or through a mobile device. 

Alison Chew: Alright so as a consumer, I go onto one of these partner's sites 
and I register a credit card or debit card. I add an offer and then 
I shop. Is that basically how it works?

Cassandra S.: Yup, absolutely. And the cool thing is that we have variety of 
sources that these offers are hosted by. So we have financial 
institutions such as banks and credit unions that can host and 
promote these offers to their card holders. And they do that 
through their mobile apps, through their newsletters, as well as 
online. Another source of these offers is airlines, which is really 
cool. And some partners actually act as a network and leverage 
traditional affiliate partners to share the offers. We are also 
seeing mobile apps enter the card-linked offer space. So it's a 
really exciting opportunity for merchants to get involved with. 

Alison Chew: Interesting. And you said that these offers, when a consumer 
loads them to their credit or debit card, they can use them in-
store and online?

Cassandra S.: Yeah, so it really just depends on the merchant. If they do have a
brick and mortar presence, and they're interested in driving in-
store traffic, we can definitely setup campaigns to help support 
and drive foot traffic. But if they do not have a brick and mortar 
presence, or they're only interested in driving to their 
eCommerce site, we can set it's up accordingly. 

Alison Chew: That's really neat. 

Cassandra S.: So it's really flexible. 

Alison Chew: Yeah, great for everyone, right? We're excited, we, Acceleration 
Partners and our clients, we're excited about these card-linked 
offer providers, so tell everyone listening why we're so excited. 

Cassandra S.: So I'm gonna throw some data at you. And one of the things that
we found through the mobile management consulting firm, 
McKinsey, that many of you have probably heard about. Is that 
the use of card loaded mobile and digital coupons has more than
quintupled in each of the past two years. And that is really a 
result of marketers shifting their focus to digital coupons as 
opposed to just working with printed coupons. And they're also 
predicting that digital couponing is going to overtake all forms of
print coupons within the next five years. So it's a really 
interesting time to get started in this phase. And then the last 
piece of data that I wanted to throw out at you is that we are 
expecting that the distribution of these offers is going to 



increase 50% annually until about 2019, so again we're just 
seeing a lot of growth in this area. 

Alison Chew: Awesome, so it sounds like more people like you and I and 
potentially even my mother, she loves her coupons in her 
newspaper, will be adopting these types of offers and brands 
should really get on board. So what are some of the benefits 
along with this increased adoption? What are some of the 
benefits that retailers should see and should understand when 
using these card-linked offers? 

Cassandra S.: Sure, so the first one that I think about whenever we're trying to 
grow an affiliate program, is how we are going to scale the 
program and get in front of more users. So with these partners, 
we have the potential to really expand our reach and get in front
of people that may have never even heard about the brand 
before. In many cases, the reach is in the millions. So it's a huge,
huge opportunity to expand their reach. Another benefit, or 
another thing that we think about with these particular partners,
is their ability to target. And the reason why these partners are 
able to target so well is that they can leverage historical 
transaction data and really dig in and look at a consumer's 
purchasing history. And that helps advertisers create these 
customized campaigns where they can really, specifically target 
a consumer with an offer that is relevant to them and is 
meaningful to them based on what they have been interested in 
the past.

Alison Chew: Well, there's some great benefits to retailers for sure. Definitely 
driving incremental sales, finding ways to target consumers, 
consumers that they value the most. And putting an offer in 
front of them that will help drive them down the tunnel to 
convert is important to everyone. So, what about the consumer?
I know when I'm thinking about going out and shopping online or
in-store, I love a discount just like the next person, so I can 
easily see some of the benefits of this. Number one, not having 
to actually clip a coupon and remember to put in my purse and 
actually bring it to the store. But what are some of the other 
benefits?

Cassandra S.: Yeah, you absolutely nailed that one. Most of us forget to bring 
our coupons to the stores, but pretty much all of us are going to 
have our phones with us when they're in the store. So that is 
definitely one of the first things that comes to mind as a benefit,
but it's super easy to use. The other thing is that they're 
automatically loaded and attached to their credit cards, so they 
don't even really need to think about this in many cases. It's just
a matter of using the card and then the financial institution 
automatically provides the cash back or points to their account. 
Another thing is again just thinking the transaction data that 



these partners can leverage, they're getting served up offers 
that are relevant to them. So they're not getting a newspaper 
and having to sift through 50, 60 coupons that don't make sense
for them. They're actually seeing things that are relevant and 
things that they would actually use. So it's a great way for them 
to simplify their couponing experience if you will. 

Alison Chew: Got it. So there's some of the befits. What are some of the 
challenges to retailers and consumers with card-linked offers? 
Let's start with retailers. 

Cassandra S.: Yeah, so there's a few. One of the things is that this is still a 
relatively new performance partnership and people are still 
adjusting to it. So there's relatively slow adoption currently, but 
it's definitely picking up speed and has been over the last few 
years. So as people get more comfortable using their mobile 
devices, this is only going to continue. Another challenge that 
we see is that sometimes these partners require a little bit 
higher commission rate than their typical loyalty partner payout.
And the reason for that is they need to cover their cost for 
partnering with the institutions that are distributing the offers 
and also their own marketing fees. So there is a little bit higher 
payout for some partners to work with. 

Alison Chew: And what about consumers? Are there any challenges for 
consumers?

Cassandra S.: Well I think one of the things is again, creating that habit and 
remembering that you have this institution that you partnered 
with. So say it's your bank or your credit union, it's a matter of 
training yourself to look on the app or look on the website to see
what benefits you have as a cardholder that you can really tap 
into. And so just as a reminder like, hey, if I go and shop at this 
merchant I have an opportunity to earn some cash back. And 
that might actually incentivize you to go there versus someplace
else. So part of it is creating that habit and just forgetting that 
loaded on your card and ready for your use. 

Alison Chew: Yeah, got it. That totally makes sense. I think the benefits far 
outweigh these challenges, so drum roll please. Let's talk about 
some of these card-linked offer partners that we're excited 
about. I think you have a great one up first. 

Cassandra S.: Yeah, so the first one that I wanted to talk to you about today is 
Augeo. And they are a card-linked marketing platform that 
allows merchants to reach more than 25 million credit and debit 
card holders from different financial institutions. So that right 
there is super exciting. The reach is phenomenal. What makes 
Augeo such a compelling partner is that they're able to leverage 
all that transaction data from those financial institutions to drive 



strategic marketing campaigns for advertisers based on their 
specific goals. So again, it's just that ability to be super, super 
tailored in their approach. 

Alison Chew: So they potentially reach 25 million credit and debit card 
holders. Who are some of the partners that they're working with 
to reach these consumers?

Cassandra S.: Yeah, they have a ton, but some of the bigger ones that most of 
us have probably heard about are USAA, Credit One, 5/3 Bank is 
one. Also they work with some airlines. They have Hawaiian 
Airlines in their portfolio as well as thousands of local credit 
unions and banks across the country. 

Alison Chew: That sounds great. So do they with their offers, are they in-
store? Are they online? Are they both?

Cassandra S.: Yeah, they can definitely do both. It really just depends on their 
advertiser again as I mentioned earlier. If they do have brick and
mortar presence and you want to drive in-store, they can help 
you with that. If you're only online or you're only interested in 
working online, they can certainly work with you in that capacity
as well. 

Alison Chew: Got it. And then what's something unique about them? 

Cassandra S.: Well one of the things that I think is unique is when we look at 
some of these partners, USAA is their largest partner, and this 
card is exclusive only for active military, veterans, and their 
families. So it's a really nice opportunity to get in front of a 
group of people that have served our country well and it's just a 
nice way to support them and their families and give back to 
them. 

Alison Chew: Absolutely. And I'm sure along the lines with the mission or 
vision of a lot of retailers out there. 

Cassandra S.: Yes, definitely. 

Alison Chew: So moving on, that went super exciting and we can barely stop 
there, but we have a couple more to talk about. Empire is our 
next partner. Tell us about them. 

Cassandra S.: Yeah, Empire allows your brand to drive revenue online and in-
store via credit card linked offers that are promoted across their 
publisher network. And they have more than 1,500 websites and
apps that are in their network that reach more than 175 million 
consumers. 



Alison Chew: Wow. 

Cassandra S.: Yeah, and so you can reach MasterCard, Visa, American Express 
cardholders through a variety of sources. Similar to Augeo, they 
work with banks such as Wells Fargo. They work with airlines 
such as Virgin America. They even work with search engines like 
Yelp and MapQuest. And as I mentioned they have traditional 
partnerships with coupon and loyalty sites and apps like 
Coupons.com and Swagbucks and Dash. So they really have a 
lot of different distribution channels for these offers. 

Alison Chew: Wow, that is an incredible reach. Is there anything else unique 
about Empire?

Cassandra S.: Yeah, when I was researching them in the beginning one of the 
things that really struck me was that there performance model 
was a little bit different than some others. So we often talk about
paying out a cost per action or a cost per lead or we talk about a
rev share partnership. And when Empire started talking to us, 
they introduced a new payout model called cost per revenue. 
And what they do is basically guarantee revenue earned per 
campaign. So if you say, I want to drive $500,000 in revenue 
with Empire, they will guarantee that revenue and they will 
support the campaign and the duration of the campaign as long 
as it's needed to reach that revenue goal. So it's really 
interesting that they can partner with you that way. So you're 
basically purchasing revenue. 

Alison Chew: Interesting. I love that. Purchasing revenue, but still on a 
performance basis. That's really interesting, yeah. So last but 
not least, we have an app. So tell us about this app. 

Cassandra S.: Well, I'm super excited about this last one. We recently did a test
with this partner, and it blew performance out of the water. So 
the partner is called Drop. And it's an app that was developed to
fill a gap in the consumer loyalty space. Because they found that
often times consumers don't join a loyalty program because they
don't think they will shop enough at one location to earn point 
with that merchant. So what Drop set out to do is aggregate 
spend across multiple retailers. And give the consumer the 
chance to earn what they call Drop points. So whenever they 
make a purchase with one of their merchant partners, those 
points are aggregated and can then be redeemed for gift cards. 

Alison Chew: Very neat, very neat. And so what's their reach right now?

Cassandra S.: Their currently at over 1.5 million app installs in the U.S. as well 
as in Canada. And their goal is reaching 5 million installs by the 



end of the year. And I have no doubt that they will reach that 
goal. 

Alison Chew: Interesting. So how is this linked to the card, registering your 
credit card or debit card? How does that tie in?

Cassandra S.: It's really interesting. So what an app user does is register as 
many of their credit or debit cards as they wish. So if they want 
to link up all of their credit cards as well as their debit cards, 
then anytime they're out shopping and they make a purchase 
and there's an offer associated with those cards. They're 
automatically going to earn points on those purchases. 

Alison Chew: Interesting. Interesting. That's very different than the first 
[inaudible 00:16:15].

Cassandra S.: Yeah, it definitely is. So the potential to really target and learn 
about consumer behavior with this Drop app is huge because 
we're not just looking at one credit card, we're looking at all of 
their transaction data and really getting a full picture. So we can 
start thinking about things like customer conquesting. If you are 
trying to find new customers, and you have this full view of their
purchase history, and you know that they haven't shopped with 
you on any of these credit cards before. That makes you a really 
ripe customer as long as you know that they purchased with a 
similar advertiser in the past. So, it's super exciting for 
advertisers because they have all of this information that they 
can use to really drive sales at an incremental value. 

Alison Chew: Wow, so these three and there are several more out there in the 
card-linked offer space. I know you mentioned Coupons.com, E-
bates also has in-store card offers on their website. So there's a 
lot of opportunity we're seeing in this card-linked offer space, 
and we're really excited about these opportunities. So I'm glad 
we got to chat about them a little bit today. 

Cassandra S.: Yeah, absolutely. Thanks Alison. Well, that's all for today's 
Outperform podcast. And we will continue to spotlight 
interesting performance partners each quarter so be sure to stay
tuned. And also for your reference, we'll include links and 
information for the publishers we've spotlighted today in our 
show notes for this episode. But in the meantime, if you have 
any questions at all about publishers, and partnering with them, 
please reach out to us through the Acceleration Partners' 
website. Were happy to help you in any way we can. And until 
next time, keep outperforming. 


